We propose a method based on the slice energy spread modulation to generate strong subpicoseond density bunching in high-intensity relativistic electron beams. A laser pulse with periodic intensity envelope is used to modulate the slice energy spread of the electron beam, which can then be converted into density modulation after a dispersive section. It is found that the double-horn slice energy distribution of the electron beam induced by the laser modulation is very effective to increase the density bunching. Since the modulation is performed on a relativistic electron beam, the process does not suffer from strong space charge force or coupling between phase spaces, so that it is straightforward to preserve the beam quality for further applications, such as terahertz (THz) radiation and resonant excitation of plasma wakefield. We show in both theory and simulations that the tunable radiation from the beam can cover the frequency range of 1 ∼ 10 THz with high power and narrow-band spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-brightness electron beams have been used to drive free-electron lasers (FELs) [1] [2] [3] , high-intensity terahertz (THz) radiation [4, 5] , advanced accelerators [6] [7] [8] and beyond. The precise manipulation of the beam phase-space distribution is often desired to advance the development in the above mentioned fields. Recently, there has been great interest in the generation and control of high frequency structure in the current profile of relativistic electron beams. The bunched beam at picosecond (ps) and subps scale can be used to produce intense narrowband THz radiation [5, 9] and resonant wakefield excitation [10] [11] [12] [13] . Besides, In FELs, subps bunched beams have been applied to generate multicolor X-rays [14] based on the sideband effect [15] .
There are several methods proposed and studied for the generation of ps and subps bunching in electron beams, including exchanging transverse modulation to longitudinal distribution [16, 17] , direct modulating the drive laser [18] [19] [20] [21] and converting wakefield in-duced energy modulation to density bunching [22] [23] [24] . As the development of the state-ofthe-art laser technologies, laser-based manipulation of the electron beam has been implemented widely. An external-injected laser pulse which co-propagates with the electron beam inside an undulator can create energy modulation on the scale of the laser wavelength. The energy modulation can be converted into density modulation by letting the beam pass through a longitudinally dispersive element, e.g., a magnetic chicane. However, the typical laser wavelength is usually ∼ 800 nm, which is much shorter than the THz wavelength. In this case, the concept of difference frequency can be used to approach THz range with two wavelengths of energy modulation in two separated undulator sections [25] [26] [27] .
For the laser-based modulation method, since it is performed directly on a relativistic electron beam, the process will not suffer from the strong space charge force or coupling between transverse and longitudinal phase spaces, which is critical to preserve the beam quality for further applications. For example, in resonant wakefield excitation, the transverse focus size of the electron beam needs to match the plasma density [10] , which puts a challenging constraint on the transverse normalized emittance.
In this paper, we propose a method based on the slice energy spread modulation (SESM), rather than energy modulation, to generate subps density bunching in a relativistic electron beam. The slice energy spread of the beam will be modulated in a laser heater [28, 29] if the laser intensity envelop varies periodically. The device has been used widely in the FEL facilities [30] [31] [32] [33] . Then after a dispersive section, strong density bunching can be obtained whose wavelength depends on the scale of laser envelope variation, not the laser wavelength. Similar methods have been adopted to generate THz radiation in a storage ring [5] and multicolor X-rays [14] . In this paper, we present detailed theoretical analysis on the conversion from SESM to density bunching and compare it with simulation results. We will also provide an example to produce tunable intense narrow-band THz radiation ranging from 1 to 10 THz. This method is well suited with the configuration of linear accelerator facilities and is of great potential in applications.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, detailed theoretical analysis on the converstion from SESM to density bunching is presented. It is found that the double-horn slice energy distribution from the laser modulation will help increase the available bunching factor. In Sec. III, we propose a dedicated beam line to generate intense narrow-band THz radiation based on the SESM method. Simulations are performed to demonstrate the tunable bunching frequency. Some discussions about the advantages and requirements of the proposed method will be presented in Sec. IV. Lastly, we will give a short summary in Sec. V.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Let us assume the initial beam is uniform in current, but has a Gaussian slice energy spread σ δ (z 0 ) that is a function of the longitudinal coordinate z 0 within the beam. The distribution can be written as
where δ 0 is the relative energy deviation and I 0 is the beam current. Due to the laser modulation, the slice energy spread is assumed to be
whereσ is the average rms slice energy spread 0 < A < 1 is the relative modulation depth. The longitudinal phase space is not uniform but integration over δ 0 yields uniform current I 0 .
An energy chirp is added in the following linac section by δ = δ 0 + hz 0 , and then the longitudinal dispersion occurs in a magnetic chicane as
Here we ignore the scale of relative energy spread due to the change of beam average energy, which can be absorbed into other parameters. The density modulation appears after the chicane with the bunching factor as follows
Using the Liouville theorem that f (δ, z) = f 0 (δ 0 , z 0 ), dδdz = dδ 0 dz 0 and making a change of variable from
Integration over z 0 yields nonvanishing bunching at the wavenumber k n = nk 0 /(1+hR 56 ) with the bunching factor
Numerical calculation of Eq. (6) can be used to find the exact bunching factor and current distribution.
Here we focus only on the fundamental modulation wavenumber k 1 = k 0 /(1 + hR 56 ), the bunching factor b 1 is plotted with a solid line for different k 1 R 56 σ 0 in Fig. 1 . The expression of b 1 can be simplified if we approximate J 1 (x) ≈ a sin(bx) for |x| < 3 with a = 0.58, b = 0.85, then
The optimal chicane setting to achieve the largest bunching factor is to satisfy |k 1 R 56σ | ≈ √ 2 + 0.5A 2 , and the maximum bunching factor is ∼ 0.27.
It should be noted that there is an assumption for the above derivations that the beam has a Gaussian slice energy distribution. This assumption, however, is not always true if we use a laser heater to modulate the beam's slice energy spread. In Ref. [29] it is found that when the laser size is much larger than the electron beam size, the resulting energy profile is a double-horn distribution, which will not contribute much to suppress the instability. Figure 2 shows an example of double-horn distribution of the beam slice energy. The detailed parameter settings can be seen in Table I in the following sections. However, with the purpose to increase the density bunching, we find that the double-horn en- ergy distribution is more effective to increase the bunching factor in this study.
Assuming the laser spot size is larger than the beam size and the laser power profile has the form P L (s) =
√P
(1 + B cos(k 0 s)), the energy modulation in the laser heater can be written as
with initial and final relative energy deviation δ i , δ f and energy modulation amplitude ∆. The full expression for ∆ can be found, e.g. in Ref. [29] . To compare withe Gaussian distribution, we define an effective modulation depth
where σ 0 is the initial rms energy spread. When ∆/σ 0 = 10, B = 1, the modulation depth Table I .
A = 0.9. Numerical calculation results of the bunching factor for different R 56 are presented in Fig. 1 . The optimal R 56 is similar with the Gaussian case, but the maximum bunching factor is increased to ∼ 0.4 with the optimal condition |k 1 R 56σ | ≈ 1.75. The longitudinal phase spaces and the corresponding density profiles of the electron beam that give the largest bunching factor in both cases are presented in Fig. 3 . The physical meaning of k 1 R 56σ denotes the rotation angle of the phase space. As the increase of the R 56 , the phase space begins to rotate counter-clockwise and the projected density profile will have peaks and valleys. At a certain angle, the bunching factor reaches its largest value. The similar rotation angle of the two phase spaces in Fig. 3 verifies that they both achieve optimal bunching at similar k 1 R 56σ . In order to optimize the bunching for different parts of the beam at the same R 56 , the modulation depth and the average slice energy spread needs to be uniform over the whole beam. In the double-horn distribution case, the peaks in density profile are higher and sharper, resulting in a larger bunching factor.
III. THZ RADIATION GENERATION
From the theoretical analysis in the previous section, the proposed method using SESM can produce strong density bunching in an relativistic electron beam with a bunching factor about 0.4. Based on this method, we propose a dedicated beam line design for tunable intense narrow-band THz radiation generation in Fig. 4 , which can be implemented in most x-ray FEL facilities or dedicated small THz facilities. The electron beam is generated and accelerated by the gun and the first section of linac before it goes into the modulator. In a typical laser heater design, the undulator is located in the center of a chicane to smear out the laser-induced energy modulation. However, we do not have to do this since the density bunching scale of interest here is much larger than the laser wavelength. The drive laser of the gun and the modulation laser can share the same laser system to make the synchronization between electron beam and laser easier. After the modulator, the beam will pass through the second section of linac with -/+90 • off-crest acceleration phase to add the energy chirp for THz frequency control without net energy gain. The final chicane is set at optimal value to convert the SESM to density modulation and the radiation frequency is varied by tuning the energy chirp from the second linac. In practice, the average slice energy spreadσ can be calculated after removing the existing energy chirp.
Gun Linac1
Modulator The laser pulse with oscillating power envelop can be generated by chirped pulse beating [34] or pulse stacking techniques. In the previous work [5, 14] , the laser are both modulated by the first method. Here we discuss the pulse stacking method with α-BBO birefringent crystals [35] [36] [37] . Taking 2 THz density modulation as an example, we need to stack laser pulse with a uniform separation 0.5 ps. Using crystals with decreasing thickness and assuming the initial laser pules is of Gaussian profile with rms width 60 fs, the numerical simulation of the stacked laser pulse train is shown in Fig. 5 . For comparison, we also plot the sinusoidal modulation of the same period with full modulation depth (the intensity minimum along the laser pulse is zero). We use the particle tracking code Elegant [38] to simulate the laser modulation and beam dynamics. For similarity, the simulation starts from the end of the first linac with the beam and modulator parameters listed in Table I , which is realistic and readily available from the injector of many FEL facilities. The current profile of the electron beam is ∼ 10 ps flop-top distribution. The laser envelop modulation period is 2 and 4 THz, respectively. Higher frequency modulation can be generated by the chirped pulse beating technique. The waist size of the laser in the modulator is 1.5 mm, much larger than the electron beam size to generate double-horn slice energy distribution as discussed in the previous section. As obtained from the theory, the bunching factor optimizes when |k 1 R 56σ ≈ 1.75|. For one certain frequency of density bunching, we need to match the R 56 and the average slice energy spread after the modulator. The energy spread is controlled by the laser power. For the 2 THz case, the laser peak power is 1 GW and the average energy spread after modulator is 190 keV (1.4e-3), leading to the optimal R 56 = −29.4 mm. To verify the theoretical prediction, we turn off the Linac2 and scan the R 56 of the chicane in the simulation. The bunching factor and the peak current are presented in Fig 6. The optimal R 56 with the largest bunch-ing factor is -29 mm, which agrees well with the theory. We also present the longitudinal phase space of the beam at the optimal chicane settings in Fig. 7 . The residual energy chirp on the beam is due to the linac wakefield and longitudinal space charge effects. The bunching frequency can be controlled by the induced energy chirp from the Linac2 (an S-band acceleration structure in the simulation) before the chicane. As the bunching frequency changes, we need to vary R 56 and laser power to maintain the bunching factor. If we fix the laser power at 1 GW, the R 56 needs to be varied as shown in Fig. 8 . The bunching frequency can be varied from 1 to 3 THz with almost constant bunching factor 0.4. We also show the full width of half maximum (FWHM) of the bunching spectra and the requirement for the chirp energy of Linac2. The degradation of the bunching factor and the increase of the spectra bandwidth are both due to the nonlinear effects during the beam compression or stretching. In addition, we can also choose to vary the laser power and fix the R 56 . Figure 9 presents the results of bunching factor, FWHM, required laser and chirp energy for different frequencies, which are similar with the results of varying R 56 . In practice, we can vary both R 56 and laser power to optimize the bunching factor for different frequencies based on the availability of the beam line.
Lastly, we present some examples of 4 THz density modulation simulations. As the frequency is increased by a factor of 2, the laser power is decreased to 0.26 GW to meet the optimal condition with R 56 = −29 mm. By varying R 56 , the bunching frequency can be varied between 2 to 6 THz with a bunching factor larger than 0.3, as shown in Fig. 10 . However, if we add a harmonic RF cavity that decelerates the beam at -180 • before the chicane to compensate for the nonlinear effects during compression, the frequency range of the modulation can be extended significantly. In Fig. 10 , we give the requirements for R 56 , chirp energy, and especially the maximum energy gain of a 4th-harmonic (Xband) cavity to vary bunching frequency. With the help of chirp compensation from the X-band cavity (e.g. [39] ), the bunching frequency range is extended from 1 to ∼ 8 THz with the bunching factor keeping at ∼ 0.38.
Note that the bunching frequency control discussed above is to compress or stretch the electron beam. Alternatively we can also change the laser intensity modulation period directly to control the bunching frequency. As the increase of bunching frequency k 1 , the R 56 of the chicane or (and) the laser power needs to be decreased to keep the optimal condition. Usually laserinduced energy spread should be much larger than the initial slice energy spread to introduce enough effective modulation depth, so reducing the R 56 of the chicane will be a better choice. Compared with the beam compression, in this method the nonlinear effects in the chicane will be smaller, which is helpful to maintain the density bunching. In addition, the number of subbunches in the train will become larger for higher modulation frequency, resulting in smaller bandwidth in the spectra.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
The proposed method is of great advantages in the generations of tunable narrow-band THz radiation. The bunching factor averaged over the beam can be kept around 0.4 for a wide range of frequency, covering the THz gap, by varying the beam compression and (or) the laser modulation period. The proposed method is robust as it is performed on a very relativistic electron beam. Since there is no strong space charge force or beam loss during the process, the beam quality can be preserved for beam matching and focusing. Assuming that the beam is focused to a small spot and the frequency cut due to finite dimensions of the target, e.g., a metallic foil, can be neglected, it is possible to estimate the THz energy emitted by this beam as
where b is the bunching factor, N e is the number of electrons for coherent emission, dW 1 dω is the single particle spectral power which for transition radiation is relative relatively flat and equal to 2 π m e r e c ln γ, with m e the rest electron mass and r e the classical electron radius. ∆ω is the linewidth which is equal to 1 over the number of cycles in the pulse train. In the previous simulations, the beam charge is set at 0.5 nC. Even though there is no strict constraint on beam charge and beam repetition rate. Using 2 THz radiation as an example, the THz pulse energy emitted from 10-ps beam is shown in Fig. 11 as a function of beam charge. When the charge is 2 nC, the pulse energy is up to more than 40 µJ centered around 2 THz frequency in 5% bandwidth. The spectra brightness and THz field are both significantly improved. Finally, we note that using an undulator [9] or a dielectric tube [24, 40, 41] can further enhance the output THz energy to approach the mJ level. In passing we note that our proposal does not require a linac with a photo-cathod RF gun. The method is also applicable for the electron beams from storage rings or thermal-cathode injectors with higher repetition rate. The main requirement of the method is the electron beam energy needs to be ∼ 100 MeV to be resonant with an optical laser. However, for electron beams with lower energies, it is still possible to interact harmonically with the optical laser.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have proposed a method based on the slice energy spread modulation to generate strong density bunching in a relativistic electron beam, which can be used to produce intense narrow-band THz radiation. Theoretical analysis and simulations both show that with the help of double-horn slice energy spread distribution from the laser modulation, the bunching factor can reach up to 0.4 for modulation frequencies ranging from 1 to 10 THz. We also found the optimal condition involving the bunching frequency, R 56 of the conversion section and the average slice energy spread to maximum the bunching factor. To implement this scheme in an existing x-ray FEL, very minimal hardware additions are required. The use of the laser in our proposal makes the THz signal synchronize with the optical signal and has a stable waveform. The high spectra brightness of the radiation make it a powerful and promising method for many applications, such as THz pump [42] , THz streaking [43] and THz acceleration [44] .
